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Introduction

Home visitation has been cited by several policy analysts and advocates in the U.S. as offering a
particularly promising service delivery approach for educating parents and reducing abuse
potential.1,2,3 This is particularly true if services are offered early in a child’s development. Initiation
of services during pregnancy or at birth facilitates the development of a secure, positive
attachment between the parent and child and establishes a cornerstone for later development.4
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Offering such services in a parent’s home has a number of added advantages.  Such services offer
the provider an excellent opportunity to assess the safety of the child’s living environment and to
work individually with the parent to improve parent-child interactions. The method also affords the
participant a degree of privacy and the practitioner a degree of flexibility that is difficult to
achieve in group-based programs.

Despite the strategy’s theoretical and popular appeal, rigorous evaluations of prenatal/postnatal
home visitation programs confirm mixed performance levels, as noted in each of the three CEECD
papers submitted on this topic.  Zercher and Spiker consider the empirical evidence in light of the
broadest array of research questions, looking for empirical support for the method’s efficacy and
effectiveness.  By contrast, Kitzman focuses on the ability of home visitation programs to reach
socially disadvantaged families effectively and pays particular attention to how different program
structures or elements might influence enrolment rates, as well as individual outcomes.  Olds
examines the evidence that these types of interventions can address three core predictors of
social and emotional problems for children (e.g. mothers’ prenatal health, parents’ caregiving and
maternal life course). All three papers note the wide variability among programs grouped under
the broad heading of prenatal/postnatal home visitation and the limited number of what might be
considered “high-quality” evaluation studies (i.e. randomized clinical trials).

Research and Conclusions

Despite the innovation’s popularity, evaluative data on home visitation programs reviewed by all
three authors indicate that positive outcomes are neither universal for all models nor consistent
across all populations. All three of the papers agree that large randomized trials generally
conclude that home visitation services produce “a limited range of significant effects and that the
effects produced are often small.” All three also agree that effects are more likely to occur among
the most disadvantaged populations.  Overall, Kitzman and Olds, drawing largely on their own
work, are slightly less dismissive of the intervention than Zercher and Spiker, noting that
significant and positive impacts have been observed in pre-natal health behaviour in mothers,
child abuse and neglect, and mother-infant relationships, and that positive impacts can be
sustained and improved over time. At least one longitudinal study cited in all three papers
demonstrated a reduction in welfare dependency and criminal behaviour among the treatment
group compared to the controls.5

In drawing their conclusions, Zercher and Spiker rely almost exclusively on one primary source for
their evaluative data, a summary document produced by the Packard Foundation on data
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gathered over a decade ago.6 Kitzman and Olds heavily reference their own work.  To be fair, the
Kitzman and Olds research constitutes an impressive package of studies.  The development of
their Nurse Family Partnership (NFP) program and its consistent evaluation through a series of
carefully designed randomized trials and longitudinal research are unprecedented in the field of
social-service planning.  NFP remains one of the most highly regarded and consistently
implemented home visitation programs in the US.   

Since the publication of the Packard Report, however, the research base on prenatal/postnatal
home visitation programs has become broader and more nuanced. Meta-analyses of this
expanded research base confirm the model’s impacts on a range of risk and protective factors
associated with child maltreatment.7,8,9 In addition, all of the major home visitation models in the
U.S. are currently engaged in a variety of research activities, many of which are resulting in better
defined models and more rigorous attention to the key issue of participant enrolment and
retention, staff training and quality assurance standards.10  For example, recent findings emerging
from the initial two-year follow-up of the Early Head Start National Demonstration Project confirm
the efficacy of home visitation programs with new parents.  Specifically, Early Head Start mothers
were more supportive, more sensitive, less detached and more likely to extend play to stimulate
cognitive development, language and literacy than mothers assigned to the control group in this
large randomized trial.  Early Head Start mothers also reported less frequent use of spanking and,
in general, described using milder forms of discipline in managing their two-year-olds.11  These
impacts were more likely to occur among those Early Head Start recipients who enrolled in the
programs implementing home visitation programs than among those enrolled in programs relying
exclusively on centre-based services, although the strongest gains were achieved by programs
that offered a combination of home- and centre-based services.

Rather than view the lack of consistent findings as an indication of program failure, another
interpretation of these patterns is that they underscore the inevitable limitation of any single
intervention, no matter how well designed and delivered.12 Improving child outcomes and parental
capacity requires not simply a strong program but also high- quality systems of care.  Indeed,
more recent research suggests that partnering these types of intensive home-based interventions
with a group- or community-based service program can dramatically increase the proportion of
new parents who will use prevention services.13,14,15 Additional research is needed along these lines
to identify any unique role home visitation may play within the context of a broad, diversified
system of parent education and support. 
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Implications for Policy Development

All three papers offer differing perspectives on the utility of expanding home visitation services.
Kitzman suggests that strengthening the knowledge base will require that home visitation
programs retain integrity and commitment to a given model to determine overall efficacy as well
as the specific utility of various structural elements. Zercher and Spiker argue that the
intervention should be adopted only as a secondary prevention strategy, noting that no empirical
evidence exists to support a universal service delivery strategy.  Olds cautions that any
application of the model to a new culture or population should be done only after an investment is
made in randomized clinical trials.

While individual home visitation programs are increasingly well defined and carefully
implemented, the best method for rigorously evaluating their effectiveness is less clear.  The
diversity of family needs and pathways to improving child development suggests that the most
effective home visitation programs will be those that are not only well implemented but also well
informed of the unique challenges and strengths of their local communities.16 Fully understanding
the impacts of home visitation programs, therefore, requires diverse assessment methods.  The
best policies and programs may emerge when we consider the collective lessons from a wide body
of research, utilizing diverse theoretical models and methodologies.17 
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